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(' Bill Bartels, 10/31/97 9: 25 AM,H&H :tyreetin!Ll':'!?!!c_l~!
lvlime-Vernion: L 0
Date: Fri, 31 Oct 1997 09:25:57 -0500
To: wjb@miacc ..uri ..edu, wyelOl@uriacc uri edu, gretac@uriacc.uri.edu,
carlap@egr ..uri.edu, dshugar@miacc. mi edu, jwalton@uriacc. mi. edu,
GHlvII0l@miacc. mi edu, hnic7063@uriacc.mi.edu, NAZA8850@miacc mi ..edu,
alott@uriacc mi. edu, alexa@uriacc.uri.edu, Adria@uriacc. mi. edu,
Tetsu@ripples. gso. uri..edu, Hawksley@uriacc.uri ..edu, Ketrow@uriaccuri.edu.
Lamont@miacc ..mi. edu, Jolmleo@uriacc uri. edu, pegueros@uriacc. mi edu,
grae@uriacc ..uri edu, vocino@miacc miedu, chakaw@miacc.uri.edu,
npir2796@miacc.mi ..edu, 1mudd@uriacc ..uri.edu, jpow1471@uriacc.mi.edu,
GARYB@URIACC.URLEDU, amyblack%HQ%R1EA@neaorg, 1vffEJ6860@URIACC ..URI..EDU
URI-GLBTA@boris. davis ..uri ..edn
From: wjb@uriacc.uri ..edu (Bill Bartels)
Subject: H&H l\1eeting l\1onday!
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Hi everyone and a big "oops!" I just realized that I have not sent out a
notice about our regularly scheduled H&H mee1ing this Monday, November 3rd
at noon in room _354_
of the lviemorial Union So, here is the reminder and
sorry about the very short notice ..
H&H l\l[eeting, November 3
12 noon
Room 354, Memorial Union
A GE1'.1DA

1 \Velcome. am1onncemen!s
/_,,./

2. :Minutes of last meeting
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Again, sorry for the late notice Hope to see as many of you there as possible..
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_________________

Protestant Chaplain
University of Rhode Island
319 Roosevelt Hall
Kingston, RI 02881
(401) 792-4784
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5 Other business?
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3. More on the scaled down progrnm instead of the Symposium this year
4 ..Brainstorming ideas to draw in uew members to H&H.
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I "Theie are more tirings in
I Heaven and Earth, Horatio, than
I are dreamt of in your philosophy."
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